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Summary 
Between July 29 and August 1 2018, university researchers, research partners and community members 

from across Canada came together for the annual meeting of the “ECHO Network (Environment, 

Community, Health Observatory): Strengthening intersectoral capacity to understand and respond to 

health impacts of resource development”. The ECHO Network is a 5-year research program, funded by 

a Canadian Institutes of Health Research Team Grant, focused on working together across sectors to 

better understand and respond to the cumulative health, environment and community impacts of resource 

development.  

Following the official project launch in May of 2017 in Prince George, BC, the Network spent the last 

year developing their respective regional cases as well as building theme-focused teams. Various 

committees were formed to help support and guide the project. The 2018 Annual Meeting was designed 

to provide the Network with opportunities to gather, share, and exchange knowledge and experiences 

across the team, and further develop regional case focused work. Each day of the Annual Meeting was 

designed to focus on key questions guiding the network’s research, learning, and knowledge exchange 

activities. 

The meeting took place on Treaty 6 territory in and around the community of Camrose, AB, and 

welcomed representatives from key partners of the ECHO Network, including: Alberta Health Services, 

the Battle River Watershed Alliance, Canadian Wildlife Health Consortium, BC First Nations Health 

Authority, New Brunswick Environmental Network, Northern Health Authority, Simon Fraser 

University, University of Alberta, Université de Moncton and others.  

 

Résumé 
Du 29 juillet au 1er août 2018, des chercheuses et chercheurs universitaires, des partenaires de recherche et des 

membres de communautés de partout au Canada se sont réunis pour la réunion annuelle du « Réseau ECHO 

(Observatoire sur l’environnement, les communautés et la santé): Renforcer la capacité intersectorielle pour 

comprendre et réagir aux impacts du développement des ressources sur la santé ». Le réseau ECHO est un 

programme de recherche quinquennal subventionné par les Instituts de recherche en santé du Canada. Il a pour 

objectif de travailler ensemble entre les secteurs afin de mieux comprendre et répondre aux impacts cumulatifs 

du développement des ressources sur la santé, l’environnement et la communauté. 

À la suite du lancement officiel du projet en mai 2017 à Prince George, en Colombie-Britannique, les membres 

du réseau ECHO ont focalisé les efforts de la dernière année à développer leurs cas régionaux respectifs et à 

constituer des équipes thématiques. Plusieurs comités ont été formés pour aider à soutenir et à guider le projet. 

La réunion annuelle de 2018 avait pour but de fournir au réseau des occasions de se rassembler, de partager et 

d'échanger des connaissances et des expériences au sein de l'équipe, ainsi que de poursuivre le travail régional 

axé sur les cas. Chaque journée de la réunion annuelle a été conçue pour se concentrer sur les questions clés 

guidant les activités de recherche, d’apprentissage et d’échange des connaissances du réseau. 

La réunion a eu lieu sur le territoire des Premières Nations visées par le Traité no 6, à Camrose et ses environs, 

en Alberta, et a accueilli des représentants des principaux partenaires du réseau ECHO, notamment: Alberta 

Health Services, la Battle River Watershed Alliance, le Canadian Wildlife Health Consortium, le BC First 

Nations Health Autority, le Réseau environnemental du Nouveau-Brunswick, la Northern Health Authority, la 

Simon Fraser University, la University of Alberta, l’Université de Moncton et autres. 



 

 

1. Day 1 – July 30, 2018 

The 2018 ECHO Network Annual Meeting took place at the University of Alberta Augustana Campus 

in Camrose, Alberta. Participants were welcomed by Camrose Mayor Norm Mayer and MLA Bruce 

Hinkley. Elder Mary Moonias welcomed guests to the Treaty 6 territory. Dr. Lars Hallstrom of the 

University of Alberta and one of the ECHO Network Principal Applicants welcomed participants to 

Augustana campus. Dr. Margot Parkes of UNBC, Nominated Principle Applicant and Dr. Sandra Allison, 

Chief Medical Officer at Northern Health and Principal Knowledge User of the project, provided opening 

remarks. 

1.1 Framing and opening session 

         

Lars oriented the group to the metaphor introduced at the project launch meeting last year, holding the 

ECHO Network project in our imagination as an experience similar to taking a road trip. There are 

various ways and routes for the ECHO Network to achieve the goals of this project, not just one ideal 

scenario. We need to think about where we want to go, what it is that can facilitate that, and how we 

want to get there. Raissa posed two questions for participants to reflect on: 1) What have you noticed or 

learned on your ECHO road trip so far, and 2) What are you hoping to leave Camrose with?  

 Re-orienting to the ECHO road-trip 

 Sharing the experience of “taking notice for action” 



 

 

1.2 ECHO Reporting & Updates: Regional Cases 

1.2.1 Université de Moncton/New Brunswick Environmental Network Regional Case  

 

From left Céline Surette, Annika Chiasson, Anne Fauré, Wanzor Beaubrun, Raissa Marks, Serge LaRochelle  

The UdeM/NBEN team shared that their work over the last year has focused around communication and 

awareness, facilitating conversations that help people work together. It has been challenging getting 

collaborators to recognize and talk about how their work links with watersheds but arts-based workshop 

exercises have been helpful in working towards this. The New Brunswick Watershed Caucus meets 

monthly and involves setting priorities and objectives in regards to water protection. Research Assistant 

Wanzor Beaubrun spoke about his photovoice research project on watersheds and resource development; 

Serge LaRochelle shared insights into his work in the Cocagne watershed and community mapping 

exercises that highlight restoration and conservation projects. The mapping tool used by Serge facilitates 

communicating riparian and other conservation work with the larger community. Anne Fauré spoke 

about the cumulative impacts around past, present and future resource development in northern New 

Brunswick. The presentation ended with a discussion around the recent change in New Brunswick 

government and how this has affected participation in ECHO related activities across the regional case.  

1.2.2 University of Alberta / Battle River Watershed Alliance Regional Case  

The UofA/BRWA team’s work over the last year has been focused on 

municipal engagement. Research Assistant Dar Amsalu conducted 

interviews with different municipality officials in the Battle River 

watershed with preliminary results showing that municipalities need 

easier ways to access and interpret data. The Battle River Watershed 

Alliance (BRWA) hosted 2 municipal watershed forums to update 

partners on activities in the watershed. Sarah Skinner, Regional 

Coordinator of the regional case shared information about the BRWA 

community participation and engagement with the organization of a 

Finding Common Ground bike tour of the watershed. A documentary 

 Challenges, opportunities, and areas of convergence across ECHO Network 

 Reflection on cross-regional interactions 

From left Dareskedar Amsalu, 

Sarah Skinner 

 



 

 

about the tour was produced and viewed by members of the ECHO team at the 2018 Annual Meeting. 

Dar and Lars are currently developing an online portal to gather and share indicators for watershed health. 

Two examples of projects that show knowledge leading to action are the BRWA riparian restoration 

program and the source water protection initiative.  

1.2.3 University of Northern British Columbia / Northern Health Authority Regional 

Case  

The UNBC/NH regional case team presented “Postcards from the North” to highlight the large amount 

of messy, intersectoral issues happening in the region. Headlines around boom and bust cycles, 

environmental disasters, politics, and environmental regulations were discussed in relation to ECHO 

themes. The team shared their plans of interviewing those engaged in intersectoral work in the region to 

glean lessons of success and experiences with intersectoral action that can be shared across the wider 

ECHO Network. The team hopes to develop tools and processes that refine how they can share what they 

learn with the wider Northern BC community and beyond. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2.4 Simon Fraser University / First Nations Health Authority Regional Case  

The SFU/FNHA team used a recent trip to attend a Wildlife Symposium hosted by the Tahltan Central 

Government in conjunction with the Tahltan Guide and Outfitters Association in Dease Lake as an 

example of how they are taking notice of the cumulative impacts or resource development on health and 

are moving toward action in this space. 

Regional Case Coordinator Dionne Sanderson 

and Research Assistant Jordan Brubacher 

shared information about the Local 

Environmental Observer (LEO) Network, a tool 

the regional case is using, as well as ecological 

disturbance maps that have been produced to 

illustrate the cumulative impacts of resource 

development. The goal of the mapping work is 

to create a single intuitive map quantifying 

cumulative anthropogenic disturbance using 

publicly available data. The human health 

element was absent from this particular wildlife 

symposium but the links made by Jordan and 

Dionne helped to highlight these connections. 

From left Chris 

Buse, Melissa 

Aalhus, Barb Oke, 

Shayna Dolan 

 

From left Dionne Sanderson, Linda Pillsworth, Jordan 

Brubacher Dolan 

 



 

 

Challenges in this type of intersectoral work were highlighted, such as a lack of First Nations 

representation and the need for safety around traditional ecological knowledge. Linda emphasized that 

the connections between ECHO and FNHA are strong since they both have a similar holistic view of 

health and environment. 

1.3 Reflection on cross-regional interactions; what are we learning from other 

cases? 
(7 minutes of discussion at round tables)              

  

 

1.4 Reconnecting with ECHO intent and direction 

Vanessa Sloan Morgan, former Post-doctoral Fellow and current Collaborator with the ECHO 

Network, provided an overview of the entrance interviews conducted with core members of the ECHO 

Network over the last year. Seventeen interviews were analyzed to learn about perspectives and 

perceptions regarding motivations, outcomes and evaluative priorities in the ECHO Network. Key 

themes which emerged from the interviews included: 

 Having reflective dialogue among ECHO members 

 What/so what/why bother based on outcomes of Entrance Interviews 

Key comments/issues raised in response to the presentations: 

An ongoing challenge for the team is to remember that health is more than just human health 

and different people, institutions, agencies, etc. define health differently. 

Progress is being made in working across sectors, institutions, agencies etc. but the work is 

political and political timeframes challenge the work. Shifts in political systems in BC have 

led to great uncertainties regarding northern resource extraction. 

Equity issues crop up in environmental policy often in relation to First Nation communities 

and gender. 



 

 

 Common Agenda 
“…not feeling alone in this work and not feeling alone in the issue. And really just connecting with 

others who are working on, who are also concerned about the same issues and working towards, 

you know, improving things in the future in very different ways and drawing the very different 

skillsets of the individuals involved in this project. And potentially very different focuses, but still 

with that underlying kind of root interest in the environment, community, and health, and how 

those interrelate” P3.  

 Utopic ECHO, post-2022 
“…we have our own university, we start our own university” P8. 

 Priorities, or learning from and across ECHO 
“ECHO can bring resources, expertise and tools to help us make the links between ecosystems and 

children’s health and resource development and I also think that where we have work to do is with 

the integration of Indigenous perspectives in what we do” P2. 

 Access Success 
“So really at its simplest the ECHO Network is about sharing, exchanging, profiling and applying 

these ways to look at this issue in a more integrated way. So what that might actually look like? 

Well a lot of it’s going to occur within cases. I’m hoping that within regional cases new efforts, 

sort of programming ways in which for example FNHA or Northern Health or Battle River, they’ll 

do something differently because of their involvement in the ECHO Network” P1. 

 Equity Strategies 

“Attending not only to research focus, but also to interpersonal dynamics is going to be really, 

really important…I think that we’ve set a really good tone in that regard I think it is built into some 

of our governance documents…finding ways to further codify and focus on it will be really, really 

important” 

 Challenges  

Communication, Decision-making, Diversity of ECHO’s Knowledge, Equity, Indicators, 

Evidence, Regional Case Specific, Siloed Approach or Structures, Strained or Different 

Accountabilities, Time, Other  

 Strengths 

Diversity of ECHO’s Knowledge, Integrative Approach, Network Approach, Regional cases (e.g., 

Place-specific), Utility, Willingness to learn and Engage, Other 

 Learning from / Across ECHO 

Arts-based methods, Communication Across Network, Community Engagement, Evaluation, 

Indicators, Integrative Approach, Osmosis and Exposure, Precedents set elsewhere, Strategies for 

change, Support needed from ECHP, Tools (e.g., geospatial), Other 

 Contributing to / Sharing with ECHO 

Community Engagement Strategies, Experiences from Regional Cases, Strategies for 

Communication, Tools (e.g., digital and geospatial), Other 

 Equity / Youth 

Meaningfully Engage, Relevance, Other 

 Equity / Race and Gender 

Questions of Relevance, Representative Approach, Other 

 Equity / Indigenous Peoples and Knowledges 

Strategies, Not Overburden, Placed-nature of Relations, Other 



 

 

1.4.1 Accountability Activity: 

Participants were asked to break out into smaller groups and reflect on their accountability:  

 Who are you accountable to?  

 Why are you accountable?  

 What may challenge or strain your perceived accountability? 

Participants were asked to report to their table’s group on the individual reflection and then share key 

points with the larger group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vanessa Sloan Morgan (presenter); 

foreground from left: Céline Surette, Raissa 

Marks, Serge LaRochelle, Annika Chiasson, 

Wanzor Beaubrun 

From top left Casey Litton and School District 91 

students: Amanda Hiebert, Keira Schwartz, Connor 

Ebert, Jordan Cranmer, Joseph Gothreau 

From left Lars Hallstrom, David 

Samm, Bob Woollard, Raissa Marks 



 

 

 

1.4.2 Key themes and results from the roundtable reporting on accountability themes in 

ECHO: 

 

 

1.5 Interactive poster presentations 
ECHO Network members designed and presented posters sharing their work from the last year. 

Participants were encouraged to engage with posters and presenters to reflect on implications for the 

network, next steps, and possible cross-fertilization between cases and teams. The posters anchored 

discussions in the current work underway in each Regional Case. 

Who are you accountable 

to? 

Why are you 

accountable? 

Challenges to 

accountability 

 Funders 

 Family 

 Ancestors 

 Ourselves, future selves 

 Public 

 ECHO Network 

 Supervisors/Bosses 

 Those less privileged 

 Marginalized voices 

 The land  

 Reciprocity 

 We are guests on this land 

 Expectations 

 Promises 

 We have the authority to 

make change 

 We have the opportunity 

 

 Time 

 Money 

 Competing interests 

 It takes courage 

 Lack of tools 

 Shifting forces of power 

 Individualization 

 Neoliberalism 

 

Key emerging questions/thoughts/issues from this session: 

How do we manifest accountability in the ECHO Network? 

How do we make accountability visible/tangible? 

 

Shifting discourses of accountability pose a challenge to accountability. 

 



 

 

1.6 Emerging Discussion 

Breakout groups led by the following individuals discussed cross-cutting ECHO themes1: 

 Ben Brisbois – Metanarrative synthesis 

 Maya Gislason – Equity 

 Serge LaRochelle/Chris Buse – Watersheds 

 Lars Hallstrom – Indicators 

                                                      

 

1 No notes were taken for this session. 

 How do regional cases link with overall ECHO Network learning? 

 What are the implications for cross-cutting teams? 

 



 

 

1.7 Photovoice Gallery 
May Farrales presented on the photovoice activity she has been leading over the last year. This activity 

is one of several which helps to anchor and expand on the ECHO Network’s understanding and 

appreciation of arts-based and narrative tools for learning and action. Prior to the Annual Meeting, ECHO 

Network team members were invited to share 3 photos with May that responded to the following prompts:  

 the big issue facing us today is,  

 it is a big issue because, and  

 we need to face this issue/challenge to help make our work look like this… 

Next steps for May’s project include more collective arts-based work where members of the ECHO 

Network can share and/or collaborate on producing creative outputs (e.g., interview and story-telling 

activities will be second stage). 

Following May’s presentation, attendees were asked to move to a gallery space to interact with photos 

submitted by members of the ECHO Network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

             

 

 

The Photovoice Gallery; Jordan Brubacher 
May Farrales 

Photovoice gallery activity 



 

 

1.8 Evaluation and Reflections 
Evaluation is integral to ECHO research design, informs all components of the research, including the 

design of each Annual Meeting’s agenda. At the 2018 Annual Meeting, Team Learning & Impact actively 

engaged attendees in conversations regarding the ECHO Network evaluation activities.  

Feedback on the Annual Meeting content and what attendees wanted to discuss during the following day 

was collected at the end of each meeting day and integrated into sessions on the following day. Two 

formal evaluation forms were completed with attendees at the end of the meeting and focused on 

participants’ learning through participation in the meeting and with the ECHO Network overall over the 

last year. The ECHO Network evaluation plan includes 4 central learning questions listed below, which 

guide all evaluation activities conducted across the network. Key aspects of deeper learning experienced 

during the meeting are reflected in a list of issues/challenges/key questions at the end of each section 

throughout this report. Internally, the results will be used to inform future evaluation activities and future 

research design. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.8.1 ECHO Network Evaluation/Learning Questions 

1. What kind of new knowledge of the cumulative impacts of resource development are you gaining 

through participation in the ECHO Network? How are you gaining this knowledge? 

2. What are you learning about tools & processes that help you understand and respond to the 

cumulative impacts of resource development? How is this learning occurring for you? 

3. What are you learning about how to work across sectors? How is this learning occurring for you? 

4. What are you learning from other parts of the network that is helpful for what you are trying to 

achieve? How is this learning occurring for you? 

 

 



 

 

1.9 Saskatoon Social – End of Day 1  
ECHO Network Annual Meeting attendees were invited to the new Battle River Watershed Alliance 

office for a celebration of all things Saskatoon berry. Guests sampled Saskatoon berry wine, pie, tarts, 

and ice cream. Those in attendance were also treated to a viewing of the “Finding Common Ground” 

documentary that showcases the BRWA’s watershed biking tour.  

 

2 Day 2 – July 31, 2018 

2.1 Battle and Pigeon Lake discussion 
Day 2 was spent in the field exploring several sites around Camrose. The first stop on the tour was 

Battle Lake located in Westaskiwin county. Dave Doze of the of Battle Lake Natural Area Preservation 

Society and Battle Lake Synergy Group provided guests with a brief history of the lake and notable 

events related to resource extraction and development.  

Next the group traveled to the nearby community of Pigeon 

Lake. Mayor Don Davidson welcomed guests to the 

community and discussed the Pigeon Lake Watershed 

Management Plan. 



 

 

Kate Snedeker, epidemiologist with Alberta Health Services and ECHO Network presented on Alberta 

Health Services Routine Recreational Water Monitoring Program and blue-green algae health advisories. 

2.2  Guided Tour of Leduc #1 
The group travelled to Leduc to visit Leduc #1 Energy Discovery Centre. The museum Leduc #1 tells 

the story of the first major crude oil discovery made near Leduc, Alberta, on February 13, 1947. This 

discovery resulted in a boom in petroleum exploration and development across Western Canada making 

Canada a major exporter of oil. The Centre visit involved a short movie, a guided tour, and viewing of 

many artifacts illustrating Alberta’s extensive energy sector, resource exploration, and local history.  

2.3 Afternoon working session 
Following the visit to Leduc #1, guests travelled to the Augustana Miquelon Lake Research station for 

an afternoon working session to reflect on their Battle River watershed experiences and draw connections 

across the ECHO regional cases.  

From left across both photos: Tracy Glynn, Jordan Brubacher, Elizabeth Vergis, Vanessa Sloan Morgan, Linda 

Pillsworth, Dave Doze, Sarah Skinner, Kate Snedeker 



 

 

Lars led a group discussion asking how we intersect environment, community and health in a watershed 

context. Margot commented that conversations about energy can rapidly become disconnected from 

living systems. Obvious and unobvious pathways to health can be helpful in this challenge. Raissa asked 

participants what resonated with them during the field day. Participants discussed what is hidden and 

what is obvious, connections to watersheds, and links between what is happening in the Battle River 

watershed and in attendees’ home communities.  

‘So what, now what…. 

Following the group discussion, team members were asked to propose pressing issues people wanted to  

discuss further. Topics included the tenacity of local stewards, how to engage more with industry, and 

how mandates can be limiting for integrative work.  

2.4 Day 2 Social Evening - Iggy the Ungulate Competition 
Lars hosted the team at his home for the annual Iggy the Ungulate competition. The group split up into 

teams to play a lively game of Salad Bowl. Having spent the last year with the Battle River Watershed 

team, Iggy was briefly presented to the winners before being handed to the New Brunswick team for 

safekeeping until the 2019 Annual Meeting. 
 

 

Key comments/issues raised in response to the presentations: 

Hidden versus obvious impacts of resource extraction – how can the hidden be made obvious/visible? 

For instance, power, gender, history, time etc. can be hidden. 

 

What does it mean to engage industry? 
 

 

From left: Amanda Hiebert, Barry Booth, Connor 

Ebert, Céline Surette, Raissa Marks, Anne Fauré, 

Annika Chiasson, Wanzor Beaubrun, and Serge 

LaRochelle 

From left: Amanda Hiebert, Barry Booth, 

Connor Ebert, Sarah Skinner 



 

 

3 Day 3 – August 1, 2018 

3.1 Learning and Impact: revisiting implications for the ECHO Network 

evaluation framework 

Diana Kutzner, Tanis Hampe, and Margot Parkes provided an overview of the work of Team Learning 

and Impact. The above ECHO framework shows a way of thinking about this project and how we think 

about what we are learning about through the ECHO Network. We need to take the time to learn about 

what we are doing. The regional cases were chosen because they are already engaging in integrative 

actions to address the cumulative impacts of resource extraction. There are many measurement 

challenges we are working through due to the complexity of the ECHO Network. There are “tighter” and 

“looser” aspects to what we are evaluating. Tight things include accountability to CIHR and deliverable 

ouputs. Looser things include taking notice of how we are learning, what we are observing, and how 

ECHO is adding value to activities already occurring in regional cases 

Participants engaged in an evaluation activity led by Donald Cole and Tanis Hampe who asked 

participants to respond to the following two questions: 

 

 



 

 

1. How has ECHO added value to date? 

2. How do you see/would you like to see ECHO add value over the next year? 

3.2 Summarized responses of how ECHO has added value: 
 

 Engaging in complex issues without the fear you might normally have. 

 Regional cases focus on… ECHO adds intersectional perspectives. 

 Adds themes and perspective.  Frees up resources and time for projects. 

 Ready to share tools and move forward across the regional cases. 

 Getting a good understanding of what cases are doing, but it would be good to dive into the 

details. 

 The value of spaces such as this, connections, sharing, practical opportunity to get out of the 

classroom, finding values and passion, opportunities to challenge preconceptions about the 

educational system. 

3.3 Reflections from School District 91 students 
Nechako Valley Secondary School teacher Casey Litton and four of his students – Amanda Hiebert, 

Jordan Cranmer, Connor Ebert, and Keira Schwarz – attended the ECHO Annual Meeting. Casey has 

involved his students in research involving cumulative impacts of resource development through various 

UNBC linked initiatives. The students were asked to reflect on the following prompts: 

 What are you taking notice of? 

 What resonated with you?  

 What questions do you have for us?   

 What things do you think we should be paying attention to? 

The students shared that connections are important to them and best exemplified through personal 

narratives that provide passion and energy. Finding the “Dave2” or champions in each community is 

important. Students expressed that the openess and welcoming nature of the Annual Meeting made them 

and their contributions feel valued. They wondered how this feeling of inclusion can be extended to 

others who may benefit from involvement in ECHO. Amanda, Jordan, Connor, and Keira encouraged 

those in attendence to connect with youth and students in their respective communities. Suggestions for 

doing this included liaising with passionate teachers, providing mentorship opportunities, inviting 

students from various backgrounds and explaining why it’s important to have youth involved.  

3.4 Staying connected across the miles 
Diana Kutzner provided a brief overview of ECHO source (www.echosource.ca) the ECHO Network’s 

online sharing platform. ECHO Source is an online platform similar to an intranet and provides an online 

gathering place for ECHO conversations, news, updates and sharing.  

                                                      

 

2 Reference Dave Doze’s presentation at Battle Lake. 



 

 

Provided by Igloo.com and hosted on Canadian servers, 

the platform was designed by the ECHO Operations 

Committee through the first few months of the project. It 

is a place for ECHO Network members to keep each other 

up to date on the status of their respective work, to have 

ongoing discussions about various aspects of their 

respective regional cases and team activities. ECHO 

Source allows for members who are not members of the 

platform to send emails to specific teams using custom 

email addresses. Anyone interested in using the platform is 

welcome to connect with their respective Regional Case 

coordinators or the Research Manager. ECHO Source will 

help us document the ECHO project, and our learning 

across regional cases over the years. 

 

3.5 Unfinished business and emerging discussions 
This session had team members reflect and discuss the following question: 

How can these existing mechanisms pivot from sharing/networking to collaborative action? 

Existing mechanisms include: 

 Team Watersheds 

 Team Equity 

 Steering committee 

 Team Learning & Impact 

 Team Operations 

 Research design working group 

 ECHO Source, Zotero, blackboard, bluejeans 

Participants gathered into small groups and reported back to the full group. All groups commented on 

the need to mature existing mechanisms before moving on to new ones. Focused sessions on specific 

topics would be very useful. A more formal matrix of connections between various working groups could 

help ensure that groups and committees have diverse representation from across the cases. Having a clear 

communications strategy is important as regional case members are doing this off the side of their desk 

currently. Having very basic communications on the ECHO Network would be helpful to share with 

those outside of the network. The knowledge to action workshops will help with sharing information and 

tools across the team.  

 

 

  



 

 

3.6 Moving Forward 

 

Diana and Margot provided an overview of the past year and discussed the learning and impact sessions 

that will take place over the next year of the project. Each case gathered and brainstormed ideas for 

potential sessions.  

 

4 CLOSING CEREMONY  
Team members were asked to say one word that captured their feelings at the official close of the 2018 

ECHO Annual Meeting. 

 

 

 

5 Day 3 – Afternoon: Pathways to Health conversation 
After the official close to the annual meeting participants were invited to stay for an afternoon session 

focused on pathways to health. Guests from Alberta Health Services attended, Leanne Grant (Area 



 

 

Director - Camrose, Beaver and Flagstaff Counties, Central Zone at Alberta Health Services) and Dr. 

Mohammed Mosli (Medical Officer of Health, Central Zone, Alberta Health Services). 

Sandra Allison provided opening remarks commenting on the unique and challenging role of Medical 

Health Officers to improve the health of the population and the need to consider resource extraction and 

development.  
 

{{{ECHO}}}
Environment, Community, 

Health Observatory Network
Strengthening intersectoral
capacity to understand and 

respond to health impacts of 
resource development

Diverse drivers of change in 

regions or landscapes of 

concern;

A ‘cascade of effects 

and impacts’

• Direct effects

• Direct impacts (as a 

consequence of effects)

• Indirect Impacts

• Long-term indirect 

(downstream) impacts

Parkes (2016) Chapter 5 in

Gillingham et al. (2016). The 

Integration Imperative: 

Cumulative Environmental, 

Community and Health Impacts 

of Multiple Natural Resource 

Developments. Springer 

International Publishing AG.)

Origins and Drivers

 
 

Using above diagram Margot Parkes and Chris Buse discussed the concept of pathways to health and the 

cascades of direct and indirect impacts. The premise is that we start with some sort of state, and introduce 

something, a pressure an exposure a policy change, this has some sort of immediate cascade, which has 

direct effects, and then impacts. Impacts are consequences of effects, an acute health outcome. The 

challenge as we go further is what happens in the aftermath, the long term and indirect effects. If we use 

example of resource development, right at the beginning are the formative decisions we make about the 

land, the challenge with separating exposure and outcome is that it’s really easy to fall into a linear 

conversation, A leads to B. We are interested in the mixing between, and the cycle. 

Participants were asked to draw 2 pathways, the first being a pathway that was surprising to them from 

the field day yesterday and the second being a pathway that is familiar to them from where they live and 

what they do.  



 

 

 

Participants were then asked to pick a partner and share pathway before sharing their partner’s pathway 

with the larger group. 

  

Melissa summarizing Connor’s pathway: 

“A sturgeon hatchery in a small community having local high 

school students come to help, demonstrates connections between 

environment, community and health, leads to strong values and 

sense of hope…” 

Linda summarizing 

Sarah’s pathway: 

“Dave from Battle Lake’s 

story showed me how he 

noticed changes over time 

and space and became part 

of the solution…” 



 

 

 

 

The next group activity asked the following question to participants: 

What language/metaphors/strategies have you found helpful in communicating “pathways” and the 

determinants of health?  

Responses 

- Taking in account what health means to different people 

- Keep it simple, no jargon, bring it down, talk about where you work/play/live/love 

- Need multiple ways of communicating 

- Find community champions 

- Used example of contrast between Battle Lake and Pigeon Lake talks, the importance of traveling to 

places, using tools to bring it to life when you can’t actually be in place 

- Unhelp things: triggering fear, adversarial interactions, exaggerating  

- Visuals, and audio very important, power of storytelling, bringing it to individuals’ realties 

- What is health, health for whom, why? 

- Importance of language, different language 

- Upstream and downstream language is very helpful and has been useful, upstream can actually be a 

place 

The session concluded with reflections from the group. Participants commented that these issues are 

huge, intimidating, and focusing on manageable “chunks” while keeping the larger picture in mind is 

helpful.  

  

Casey summarizing Joe’s pathway: 

“Oil rigs symbolizing oil and gas in 

Alberta, provides jobs, leads to 

development, which means workers need 

healthcare, further development, more 

roads leading to communities, pushes up 

against farmland and farms being sold 

allowing for more development…” 
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